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INTRODUCTION
What this document is about
This document describes how to upgrade a Dynamicweb solution with the
latest application files.

Who this document is for
This document is for technical staff that will be installing and maintaining a
Dynamicweb solution.

Related documents
•

Installation Guide, Dynamicweb dotNET: This document describes
installation and setup of Dynamicweb .NET on a web server.
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UPGRADE GUIDELINES
Essentially updating your Dynamicweb solution is all about replacing some of
the files in the Application folder, with newer versions. It sounds simple – and
it is, if you follow the following steps carefully.
1. First thing to do is to download the new application to the server on which
your solution is located. You can download this from our developer site,
http://developer.dynamicweb.dk.
2. Find the solution in question on the IIS to locate which application the
solution is using.
3. Make a copy of the application folder for backup purposes.
4. From here on you can follow various methods, depending on how quickly
you want to upgrade the solution, how sensitive the solution is to
downtime and whether the solution is using custom code.
a. Quick and dirty: Open the application folder and copy the files from
the downloaded application to this folder and thereby overwriting
the existing files.
This is especially dangerous to do, if the solution is running
custom code, because that often involves making changes to
the web.config or Default.aspx. If you simply overwrite these
files, the custom-functionality will most likely fail.
There might also be other solutions on the server, which
then will be affected by the upgrade, if they use the same
application folder. This step is only recommended for
updating application folders where only a few changes
have been made to the application and on servers that
contain one or few solutions or for solutions that run
their own application.

a. Most common: Update the backup of the application folder, again by
overwriting the files with the files you downloaded from the
developer site. Then switch the home directory of the solution to the
backup-folder and refresh the site in a browser. If it fails, you can
quickly switch it back to the original application folder.
While this might not give an error on the solution you are
testing, there might be other solutions on the same server
that fails because they use the same application-folder. You
should therefore be aware of these solutions and remember
to test these as well using the backup folder you created,
before updating the original application folder. For safety
reasons it might also be a good idea to create a backup of
the backup.

b. Playing it safe: This method resembles the previous method, but
with the important difference of creating a test-website on the IIS,
that uses the same database and files folder as the solution you
want to upgrade, but with an updated home directory, which again,
could be the backup-folder created earlier.
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If you do not have an available domain to test with, you can
create a record in your host file and use this instead. Simply
add 127.0.0.1 and the name of the test site (test.dk for
example). Now you can enter this address in the browser on
the server and see how the new application affects the site. If
the site works as intended, you can follow the steps in 4b to
update the live solution.
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